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' Wednesday, February 26, 1986 Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 
fire Threat Evacuates Center 
By. Mike Gorman 
A fire on the lciadiiig dock of the 
University ·Center on Friday- led to. the 
evacuation of the building. The· fire 
was apparently caused by a cigarette 
related accident. 
The fire started at about 1 p.m. on 
·the top· of a 50 galfon metal df'UDl. 
It was contained and extinguished 
within a matter of minutes according 
to several university employees. 
Vikrapl Bagade, a Xavier student in 
DO'!"n Under at the time of the fire, 
said he ,saw a university employee 
standing ·next to the drum about to 
light a cigarette. Bagade said he 
. turned away for al:>out five seconds 
then looked back and saw fire. 
"I saw . him about. to light the 
match. When I .came back, he didn't 
have ·the match and ~the barrel was 
burning~'' he said. ~ral university 
employees said they didn't know who 
was smoking in the area. 
· MichaelL. Couch, director of safety. 
and security, said on Friday it appeared 
die fire may have been cigarette related 
but he emphasized that. he was not 
sure of the origin of the Tue. 
The top of the drum was covered 
with sawdust and had apparently been 
used as.an ashtray in the past as there 
were a feW old cigarette butts in the 
sawdust. 
As of early Monday the contents of 
. the drum were still unknown. James 
Landers, director of physical plant, said 
that the drum contained a liquid but 
that he did not know what it was or 
if it was flammable. 
If the contents were flammable, the 
situation could have been mare. dan-
gerous: According to "Big John" San-
fillipo, a university employee, the seal 
which covers a small opefling on top 
of the drum was not. in place at the 
time of the fuc. Therefure, the con-
. tents of the drum were somewhat suc-
ceptible to ftre. . . 
Security Director Couch said that 
the fuc was m,ostly out when he arrived 
on the scene but he used a chemical 
extinguisher to finiSh putting it out. 
'University ~mployce Mario Capocchi-
ani said he had put most of the fuc 
out with two buckets of watet 
Although the fuc was contained to 
the top of the drum, a great deal of 
· smoke had spread to other parts of 
the building and that was the reason 
fur calling the fuc department. 
"Due to the extensive amount of 
smoke in the bookstore, we were con-
cerned that the fuc may have spread 
across the ceiling and into the books-
tore, thus the reason fur the fuc de-
partment being· summoned,'' said 
Couch. The evacuation, which Couch 
said lasted about 20 minutes, was an- Palm trees, a volleyball court and a llmbo contest set the tone for last Friday 
other. precautionary measure. night's beach party sponsored by Commuter Councll and Student Activities 
Some students· working at the in- Council. Northem Kentucky University student Kelly Waddell won an SAC 
funnation desk at the tun' e of the fi.,.. trip to Daytona while having fun with her Xavier friends. All enjoyed music 
~... provided by the Danny Morgan Band. . 
who.assisted in the evacuation said the' -----,----------------.,..------~ 
evacuation was slow and difficult. "It Do' W. n u n· de'. ·r. was not taken seri usly. People weren't 
moving," said Sheryl Bell. 
"People didn't believe there was a · 
fuc," said Mike Delsanter, another in-
furmation -desk worket Delsanter said' ·c· ards S-tu dents a number of people were s ow in le v-
ing and that some of the administra-
tors were last to lea\'C. 
Pl~11ning fQr The Future: 
downtown for retail," Wescott said. By ·Paul Blair 
Wescott emphasized that soft drinks 
Looking for a sandwich? · could be purthased with the meal 
The Saga Corporation has an- . plan, but not in cans. ''.The meaJ 
no~nced . that meal equivalence is . equivalence is fur an on-premise type , .. ·. JU'ltlping·1n···•tt1e·•·· SAC 
·By Jim. Nleb8ntlng 
Xavier's Sttident Activities Council 
(SAC) has ovelcome some difficult ob-
stailes including operating without a 
budget to make the 1985-86 school 
. . year a successful one. 
The council organizes activities· such 
as darices, comedians, spealccrs, par~ 
ties, videos and other events fur stU-
dents to attend. 
Not only is Xavier's_SACone of the 
eew· activities councils in the U.S. 
which operates without a budget, but 
the raising .of. $16,000 so far on . their 
-own to supplement their funds · has 
aided in making this an eventful year. . 
This year the council's projected rev- · target with its projeaed expenses. SAC 
enue was $15,000; $11,000 was ·was careful in plannmg first semester 
brought in by the end of the first activities so as not to restrict second 
semester, aecording to Frank Kerley, · semester activities. Because ·of this, 
adminiStrative vice president of the SAC is currently exploring the possi-
Student Government Association bilities booking a popular rock band 
(SGA). Last year SAC raised $10,000. fur Xavier's Spring Fest, tentatively 
Currently, SAC mUSLobtain fund- · scheduled fur April 26. 
ing fur its events ~>n a per even_t basis · Recently, SAC issuscd a guide, "The 
with budget approval by the Student Actio~ Yellow Pages," which provides 
Government Senate. The absence of a infurmation on upcom~g spring se-
prescribed budget· limit's SAC ability mester events, su~ as sports dates and 
to plan ahead, but according to Kerley, a final exam schedule, along with 
SGA has been helpful and the two other relevant dates at a glance. This. 
have worked well together. SAC is a Spring Break SAC is offering a trip to 
16 member council. · · Daytona. Beach, Fla.; fur a fee of $197 
Financially, SAC is pretty much on· per person. 
: "available··m- Down Under.'·-., .. · '- ... ··~sale;' he said;.-··· ':.'. ... - : · .. · ·• 
· Meal equivalence for students on the Canned soft drinks are also no 
board plan will be available as of Mon- longer available in the Grill, according 
day, Feb. 24, between the hours of to Wescott. Saga intends to offer dif-
10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m., except be- ferent items in different locations in 
tween noon and 1 p.m. and 5 a'nd 6 order to avoid duplicating services. 
p.m. According to Wescott, the idea of 
According to Eugene; Wescott, food accepting meaJ equivaJence in Down 
service director, the meal plan cannot Under was. first mentioned in Novcm-
b~ used to purchase canned soft ber, but was not made·a part of Saga's 
dnnks, beer, natural snacks, conven- contract. Plans went ahead since that 
ience fuod or retail items. time . 
The policy reflects plans to sell con- ''The biggest hang-up was Ma 
venience items such as quarts of milk, Bell,'' · Wescott said. The telephone 
.loaves of bread and lunch meats in lines needed to implement the new 
Down Under. According to Wescott, arrangement were installed two weeks 
these items cannot be bought com- ago. 
petitively in small quantities. The ad- Wescott believes that students are 
ditional cost of ·bringing slJ(h items definitely interested in the new ar-
under the meal plan would make them rangement. He nevertheless cautioned 
prohibitively expensive to sell, he said. that the success of the operation will 
"I've had to buy from suppliers that only be able to be determined after 
charge me more than I could buy it has been in effect fur a time. 
Students Versus Faculty: College Bowl Matches Wits. 
By Mary Helmes the philosophy department. The event cafeteria for dinner. The sight of seven 50. As the questions gfey.r harder, the · · David Kelly joked, he entered com-
' 'They can be inedWucal, air, or .was mQderated by law profe5sor Paul students· unofficially uniformed in faculty fell behind and the students petition because "I thought I'd get a 
Fiorelli ·who will accompany. the ·stu- khaki and bow ties facing fuur faculty won the first game with a score of better grade from Mr. Fiorelli in law 
hydraulic." They are in y0ur car and dent team to major competitions. members through a tangle of lighted 165-95. Questions covered such topics class." Ross said the main purpose of 
same watches. For 10 J:>oints, what .is Junior etonomics major Damian buzzers, microphones and wires re- as the type of art exemplified by Andy the faculty-student game was "getting 
this useful device?" W: h l th f Kelly was in high spirits prior to the ceived curious glances. Fiorelli greeted ar o (pop art), e· name o a psyched fur Ohio State." 
Can 'you answer this question? Are :student-faculty match-up. Remember~ onlookers with "Welcome to the first Quaker pioneer who became a leg-
you even willing to tfy? A group of ing the "killing" ()f last year's ~ulty game of the student-faculty competi- endary figure (Daniel Boone), and the At ~e College Bowl regionals at 
Xavier students answers questions like team three games to one1 Ki:lly shared tiori.of College Bowl, the Varsity Spon portion of food that is higher in ca- Ohio State, 
20 teams from Ohio, 
these all 'the time and not strictly fDr his e~thusiasm fur·the rapid-pace ques- · of' the Mind.!' lories: crabmeat or broccoli (broccoli). Michigan and Indiana universities will 
fuft .. They make up Xavier's l985•86 tion-and-answer sessions that mike up Competition started off with each During the seeond game, audience compete. The fuur winners will go on 
College Bowl Varsity Team; and they College Bowl competitions. · team trying ~o gain points by answer- members began muttering such . to a competition at the Uruversity of 
matched wits with Xavier .faqdty ing questions befure they were com- phrases as "I knew that!" or, on oc- Tennessee. Winners there will progres$ 
members. la,st · .. Monday, Feb. 17, 'in "Last year I signed up fur the in~ pleted. Freshman competitor Ross rec-. casion, "Haw in the world did they to a .national competition matching up 
practice fo.r the _regjonal College Bowl t~ural competition," Kelly said. "It . ogriized a Queen Elizabeth 1 quotation know that?" The fin~ score of game regional winners from across ~erica. 
Coinpetiti_on held this .. past. weekend ended up that my team won. We went. fu -~..l · f: I d 
th Michi. . . ·a1s be re Fiorelli had ~.w the entire sen- · two was acu ty 155, stu cots 110. Occasionally broadcas·t on a maJO· r · at Ohio State Uni\'Crsity. on to e Eastern . gan region 
.. .. , . . · d d rea1· · 1 Th' . tence. As the competition reached the tie- television network, the national Col-. · · · and i . ly wel · 15 year v.:c're A's .w1"th _most compet1'·tors, Ross b ak th · · d · · ·· Billed a5 the "Varsity Spon of the · re er, e rotatmg stu. ent part1c1- lege Bowl competition involves events 
· · · · hopin_ g to do eYcn better." ·sta· ted her m' volve'ment m' College Bowl pants grew· vJS· 1'bly ag1'tated as the Fon · d d · d Mind,'' ~vier's College Bowl team is · an awar s prizes to top scorers an 
made up of Mike O'Neill, Paul Wit- College. Bowl competitions. involve · as "just· fur· fun.'.' Ross has .. given up tana-led faculty again took the lead: the schools they represent. 
tekind, Damian Kelly, David Kelly, teams· of fuur students facing off with · some school activities to meet with her Some student competitor5 rested their Both the student ,and faculty Col-
Kevin Fagen, Mark Hardt and Monica buzzers, cam trying-to be the first to six·teammates about twice·a week fur heads on the table while others stared Jege Bowl teams inay still be wonder-
Lynn Ross. They are the SCYCn top correctly at15Wer questions posed by a more thari a month. She has been intently at the moderator as he read ing about. that helpful car and watch 
5corers from. last semester's ·College moderator. Questions range' from an- perusing world almanacs and .encyclci~ the questions; More obscure topics such . device. But not to worry._ 
IJowl J>ielimitiaries. dent history to current. events and are, pedias to find. sample questioru for · as identifying the nation's. third laigest 
according to Kelly, "a little harder practice sessions. The lone female on . cash crop were introduced. The faculty 
The team played in a practice match than Trivial ·Pursuit; (they are} more the varsity team, Ross said, "You learn again won the game with a score of 
ag~fDt~ Emest Fontana<>( the Eng- . on a uruversiry level." things. I've stumped these guys on a 290-55. 
lish. department; academ,ic counselor The faculty-student competition be-·, couple questions.'' · · The good spirits. of the students 
Bob Bolan,· reference librarian. Eliza- gan in the University Centedobby just The' first quarter of Monday's com- were intact, however, as they packed 
beth,Haradon and Dr. Paul ~l~lla,of as students liegan to wander in to the petition was·. won by the students 60- up their equipment. As participant. 
Xavier's varsity College Bowl team 
. could. easily tell you what to call a 
knighted woman, identify the Tour de 
France bicycle route and name the two 
tribts of Israel that were never lost. 
And they are all having fun. 
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El Salvador: A Nice Place To V1s1t Student Joins· Administration 
. . ., . . . 
Knitter And Company Vacation By Cinda Kieffer Shelly Lindner, a junior communi-
cations/ marketing major from Nash-
ville, Tenn., has accomplished a first 
in Xavier's history. · By Tom Partridge 
Most people would not think· of 
spending a vacation in El Salvador, 
but in mid August, members of the 
Xavier community will do just that. 
The group includes Dr. Paul Knitter, 
professor of theology at Xavier, his wife 
Cathy Cornell and others. The trip is 
planned in cooperation with Christian 
Education seminars in El Salvador 
(CESES) dedicated to helping people 
of faith from the United States gain 
a better undemanding of El Salvador 
today.· . 
Knitter and Cornell are returning 
to El Salvador fur a second time; last 
summer they also vacationed there. 
They describe the country as "beau- · 
tiful; it's really green.'' . 
According to the couple, about 15 
people are . interested in seeing the 
country fust hand. Anyone interested 
in going is invited to join the grQup. 
To be financially feasible, 15 persons 
must go and the cost with this number 
will run $800, which includes C\'Cry-
thing. 
While in El Salvador the group will 
spend most of its time in the capital 
city, San. Salvador, the group intends 
· to obtain a well rounded view of the 
people, their problems and the influ~ 
ence of the chu.och and the goyemment 
on various sectors of the population, 
according to Knitter. They also hope 
to understand the United States'. role 
in the country. 
Knitter cited a number of problems 
in El Salvador. He said there is an 
unjust economic system because . 
wealth is concentrated in an oliga.ochy 
of rich, landed aristocrats. 
To do this, the group intends to 
meet with government officials, prom-
inent members of the business com-
munity and visit the United States 
Embassy. The group also will visit and 
speak to people in . displacement 
camps, some of the largest refugee 
camps within the western hemisphere. 
El Salvador is a country divided into 
three zones; the government controlled 
sections, the rebel controlled sections 
and zones of conflict, according to 
Knitter. Areas outside of gqvemment . 
control are extremely dangerous. The 
vacationing group hopes to get a broad 
view bf the country within the safe, 
government controlled areas. 
From' June 15 to Dec. 15, 1985, 
Lindner filled the full-time position of 
an admissions counselor who was on 
maternity leave. It was the fust time 
a student was ever considered for a 
staff position, especially a 19' year-old · 
student. 
Shelly Lindner: student or staff mem. 
ber? 
Brown Bagging It The Eastern Way 
De.Mello Links East And West 
In the spring of 198~. Lindner ap-
proached Rene Durand, dean of ad-
missions and financial aid, for an in-
terview concerning a . possible ·intern 
position. She wished to investigate her 
interest in university-related occupa-
tions. The timing was perfect as Dur-
and was faced with the problem . of 
how to temporarily replace the admis-
sions counselor on leave during the 
busiest part of the high school recruit· 
ing season. Despite her youth, having 
Lindner fill the position seemed to 
Durand beneficial to both Lindner and 
the university. 
Lidner's yquth and student status 
were major obstacles to the plan's im-
plementation, although according to 
Durand, "When people meet Shelly 
they are surprised at her age. She 
comes across much older and more 
mature than her age. Once people 
realized this, the concept was sold 
ficulty in the transition from student 
to administrator. Because she lost stu-
dent st~tus during the this experience, 
she was furced to resign her positions 
on the Board of Undeigraduate Studies 
and the Student Activities Council 
(SAC). Said Lindner, "I was asked to 
step down from my app0inted student 
government positions because I wasn't 
really a student; but I was still thought 
of as a student in the professional 
world. I couldn't win either way!" 
By Kaf9n Stinson 
The Rev. Anthony de Mello, SJ., 
talks of the world as "God's dance," 
said Dr. Paul Knitter of the theology 
department. "The universe becomes 
God's bOdy and it's through that body 
that God dances." 
Campus Ministry "Brown Bag Re-
treats" feature Slllihanll: A Way to 
God, a series of videotape lectures by 
CORRECTION 
The article "Food Prices Up; Stu-
dents Down" of Wednesday, Feb. 19 
contains several inaccuracies. At the 
time of writing, microwave ovens 
were in place in the Down Under 
and in the Grill. Coffee and pastries 
have been on sale this semester on 
Saturday mornings in the CBA 
Building. 
According to Dr. Arthur Shriberg, 
vice president for student develop-
ment, "Saga has been testing dif-
ferent pizzas. Canned soda is for sale 
in the Downunder. Other projects, 
including spice racks and food cans 
on campus have not been forgotten 
and will be implemented.'' 
Fr. de Mello. The admission-free 
screenings and discussions. are· open to 
aU and take place Tuesdays, February 
11 through Ma.och 25, from noon to 
1 p.m., in Alter B-9. There is· no 
retreat during Spring. Break .. 
Awareness of and living in the pres-
ent is the heart of de Mello's mesnge, 
said Sr. Elaine WeUinger H.M., direc-
tor of Campus Ministry. The Rev. Gene 
Carmichael, SJ., of the Health and 
Counseling Center summarizes, 
"When wc become. truly aware of 
C\'Cryday, ordinary C\'Cnts, wc have the 
opportunity to see God through them 
or in them.'' 
De Mello is an Indian Jesuit, born 
in Bombay in 1931. Says Knitter, "Fr. 
de Mello has the ability to make a 
living link between Eastern and West-
ern spirituality." This link "makes our 
Western practices moi:c meaningful," 
added Dr. William Daily of the Com~ 
municarion Arts Department. 
. De Mello has studied philosophy in 
Spain, theology in India and Rome, 
and psychology at Loyola University in 
. Chicago. Just as he integrates East and 
West, his. diverse educational back-
ground enables him to integrate reli-
gion with the human sciences. His 
Last Mark-down. 
of the Season 
BUY OIE SILE ITE.1 
... now 10% to 10% off 
GET SECOND ITEM* FOR 
750/o OFF 
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-~ 
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-.ie $4,.... ,,.,."'"'"- . 
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videotapes, therefore, are especially 
easy to relate to, said Sr. Wellinger. 
"You can't watch them and not be 
influenced by them." . 
According to Knitter, de Mello ·uses 
as his basic unit a very Eastern concept: 
the unity between God and the finite. · 
God is not a separate entity as much 
of the West believes. The videos, Knit-
ter added, "are not just for super-
religious people. In fact, the super-
religious may be a little offended" by 
the way de Mello makes God so much 
a pan of our human lives. 
If students don't have time to come · 
to BroWn Bag Retreats, says Knitter, 
that's precisely the reason they should 
come. The videotapes will help them 
''deal with an active life from an inner 
source of energy and peace." 
Sr. WeUinger and Fr. Carmichael 
attended workshops conducted by de 
Mello last summer (Wellinger in St. 
Louis, Cannichael in Syracuse). They 
beliC\'C that his videotapes capture the 
flav0i: of his workshops. "It's not like 
his giving a lecture," Sr. Wellinger 
emphasized. "Ideas remind him of 
stories.'' 
TYPDICI, 
WORD PllOCISSDICI- . 
PapeJS, reports, resumes. 
lettem, envelopes.· 
Pick-up, delivery. 
Paula, 922-9174 . 
immediately.'' . 
After Lindner interviewed with Dr. 
John Minahan, the academic vice pres-
ident, and the normal chains of com-
mand consulted for hiring were noti-
fied, the plan was given official 
approval. It was proposed that Lindner 
take one semester off from school. 
Lindner would earn three credit hours 
in addition to a sjl!ary. 
Lindner attended three classes dur-
ing the summer in addition to ful-
filling the full-time responsibilities of 
· an admissions counselor. , 
These responsibilities included in-
terviewing prospective .students (some 
being older than she), giving tours, 
working on literature arid being 
trained. This learning time included 
many firsts in her life, including work-
ing structured hours, living away from 
home and being alone a great deal of 
the time. "For the first time in my 
life," Lindner said, "I had to cook 
and/or buy all my food if I wanted 
to eat. A lot of growing took place as 
a vast amount of responsibility was 
placed on ·my shouJders. This I feel 
strengthened me immensely, while in-
creasing my level of maturity. But it 
was never easy." 
Lindner remembers the initial dif-
WEEKEND SPECIAL $39.95 
• noon Friday until Monday 10:00om · 
• Unlimited free mileage · 
• New model cars 
• \bns, station wagons, Chrysler 5th Aves, Lincoln Town Cars 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL. 
Call for information· · 
nl-1700 525-9200 , 
*Must be 21 *Major Credit Card not needed 
Make it snappy 
.. a.a-. .... 
••u•rr'® 
CAR RENTAL 
. Once she started recruiting at high 
schools and colleg~ fairs, the pressure 
was of a different son. In 8 1/ 2 weeks 
Lindner sold Xavier at 77 high schools, 
23 college fairs and a national college 
fair. During this peak ttcruiting pe· 
riod, working over 60 hours a week 
was not unusual. .fa.cry admissions 
counselor was expected to project the 
best possible image . of the university, 
no matter how tiled. they were or what 
citiumstances they encountered at the 
high school or college fairs. Lindner 
_stresses the imponance· of projecting a 
positive image by· saying, " I AM 
~vier to them! (the students)" 
Despite the hard work and long 
hours, Lindner rates the experience 
very positively. She enjoyed the op-
portunity to test her limits and learn 
more about herself in the process. "I 
try to challenge myself C\'Cty year. This 
has been my biggest challenge," said 
Lindner. .· 
In addition to meeting the chal-
lenge, Lindner felt ·she improved her 
communication and interviewing 
skills, while also learning a great deal 
about sales and professional etiquette. 
Durand says of.Lindner, ''Her great 
strength is her positive up-beat atti-
tude. Shelly is an. easy person to like 
and her energy is infectious." All the 
kedback Durand received· about Lind- . 
ner was positive. Said Larry Spitz-
mueller, fellow admissions counselor, 
·''She was very good and represented 
the university well.'' 
This semester Lindner is taking .18 
credit hours to make up three hours 
not covered by· the internship and 
summer classes. The adjustment back 
to school was difficult at fust. AI· 
though she values her internship ex· 
periences, ~he feels, "Right now I like 
being a student again."· · · 
Residence Hall room se· 
lection for next year will 
begin April 4; The process 
is very . similar to last 
year's. More information 
will be distributed later, but 
.. please be·· aware that a 
$100 room deposit is re· 
quired to enter the proc· 
ess. (Don't spend all your 
money on . Spring Break!) 
. Commuters interested in 
moving on campus should. 
contact the ·Office of Res· 
idence Life for more intor~ 
mation. . . 
... ' ~· ........... '· ·.f .: 1~ .... \t .~ ... :" A.•!· -.-. •• •• • 
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. part of his Christnw b.icak in Nia- were not ~ pleased with the Sandinista 
·w XU students.-· =~~aJid1°:r:c:~!f::il ~~;~~=~~;!~~:!im 
war. _ existed during the Samoza regime, had 
"I think it ~ one of the most many of its articles censored under the 
Fo_r_ .· _vour. special discou_n_t price interesting things rvc _C\'Cr done:· says emergency powers act that went into 
.J · Weingartner, "and I recommend that cffu:t last year. Censored articles were 
_bring vour· strident ID or this ad r:~~~~.~downandscchow :::!:i:~d~oth~~~ :~/:;· 
.J . · c.ost is no longer the main concem were not allowed to be printed else-
and- present to any of the . following: :ram17:g~e::ai:e~~~·: ~~e Weingartner conceded. that. 
groups that take people down at cost, some of the opposition's complaints 
and there are groups in town that will were genuine, he empwizcd his be-JOSeph C_he~olet help sponsor you." His trip to Nica- lief that the mob.1tion ~ a popular 
ragua cost a little over $1000, with one and that the emergency acts were 
B B• h 7':itl 6""00 some of the cost being defrayed by a desperate m~re made by a gov-. ·· .. · en _IS Op - ~ - I' the Dorothy Day H>usc and donations ennent "overburdened by an Ameri-
from private individuals. can sponsored war.'' 
. ·Bocks Bui· ck . In Nicaragua, various chulcli-spon· Weingartner commented on the in-sored guides led Weingartner's group. adequacy of medical care and how the 
"There w~n't a place we couldn't go, clinics have to reuse gauze and make 
RI.Ck ·Bar1·er 741 0090 which contrasted to our not being let do with virtually no supplies. 
'·. •' .I\; - - out of the plane in El Salvador.'' When ~ked whether he considered 
Camargo Cadillac 
·Bill Enderle - 891-9400-
. Columbia Oldsmobile 
Bill Caller - 489-2000. 
·.Joseph .Toyota· (Dayton) 
-. ·Bill Barnes - 1-898-8060 -
Wf1en Mom's not , 
around" to care for 
your sore throat. •. 
Let Heaftli and 
Counsding pay you 
$20.00f 
lUmt ·'lb Earn Easy Money? 
·Here's How! 
· Tilt ·Hea(th a.~ CounseCing Center is now coriducting a. research ~-to investi9ate the 
effects of several over-tilt-counter medications on sore throat pain. 
. SO, if~ 9et a. sore tfuoat this .semtSter, simp(y Contact tilt HeaCtli. and Counsdb~ 
Center on tilt !JfOUtufjToor of. :Kuftfman Hatl (745-3022) &etween 8:30 am and 5:00 pm, 
Monday-Friday. 
. . . 
. ~ will _give ·you tl1i details . on fww you• can earn.· up to $20.00 for spending appmtimate!y . 
four hours with us and_ mttting several 6asic criteria. AfC you will cfO is fiCC out several 
.iJuestionnains1 ta& one dose of an over-tilt-counter n1edication (e.9., aspirin), and tfim spetu!Jou.r · 
· . hours sw¥fl9 or watdiing our Tv. It~ that simp(e! . . . · . . . . 
wfiat ~ dtaO Ftte. medka! auentUm for ~ sore tfaroat an4 $20.00 · pai4_ to you for. 
yoW-.. dmel Came la .... 'D4 ~ Jriei14sf . . . . . . 
. ' ,.. .. ' ' ' .. -· .. ~- ,··. ~, ,. •' . 
Nicaragua a communist· satellite, he 
"The first thing I noticed (in Nie- referred to a talk with· Fcmando Car-
aragua), contrary to what the cwrent denal, minister of education in Nica-
administration would wish us to be- ragua. Weingartner said that Cardenal 
lievc, was that the overwhelming ma- told his group the Sandinista govcr-
jority of popular suppon is fur the ment considers itself socialist and not 
Sandinista govennent." · communist . 
Weingartner offered other commen- Weingartner said that whit~ Nica-
tary on what he believes is an injust ragua offered free education and 
U.S. foreign policy. While visiting the health care fur all, it in:lintained a 
U,S. embassy, his group was sealclied mixed economy (40% goverment 
thoroughly and had their cameras owned, 60% privately , owned), ap-
taken away. "I felt like a criminal in pointed religious people to high po-
my own embassy; I was just there to sitions, and insists on repaying the four 
see what was really ·going on.'' The billion dollar debt incurred by the 
session inside the U.S. embassy -was Somoza regime. All of these charac-
"less than informative," according to teristics, says Weingartner, "are not 
W~ingartner. typical of a Marxist govcnnent.'' 
Senior Paul Weingartner· visited the opposition MWllMPI' La PNnu on hi• 
recent trip to Nicaragua. . 
13 W. Charlton 
CJs goes into 
. "Full Swing" 
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LETTERS-------
·Black And White 
Should Equal One 
I read the column written by Tara. 
Y. O>yt in the February 19th issue of 
the Newswire with great interest. I do 
not comprehend why the black com-
munity at Xavier is taking the absence 
of a free day on Martin Luther King, 
Jr.'s birthday as a slap on the face. 
If one looks at the university cal-
endar, one will notice that Xavier docs 
not give f~ days on Veteran's Day or 
President's Day. Those who served our 
countty and led it an: also being "ne-
glected" by Xavier, but I do not see 
any of the black leaders screaming that 
this is an injustice. The black leaders 
seem to be complaining about their 
special occasion and do not seem to 
can: about the other great men who 
have served this country. 
Another point that I do not un-
derstand is why one would become so 
angry when the. Black National An· 
them was not played. An: blacks not 
pmud enough to . hear· the American 
National Anthem? Why must every-
thing be black and white and not just 
. one? If we· had a white national an-
them, I'm sure that _would be seen as 
racist. 
I call on the black community to 
come together with the white com-
-munity and funn one instead of two 
communities. · 
_;_Brian Higgins 
Domino's Man Disturbs Class 
Wealth In Appalachia 
By Thom Kunkel 
Columnlat 
A . couple of weeks ago during a 
class, a rather interesting incident oc· 
curred. A pair of students had a pizza 
By Eric Schwleterlng prepared dinner and welcomed the delivered •to them right in the class. 
Guest Columnist · other group~ home·· at 5 p.m. One room, much reminisCent of a similar 
On the Week .of January 6th of this group went to a farm to help split · event in a popular film. This brought 
year, Joe Carry, Ted Schoettinger and wood and carry it. Another group went a mixture of reactions from both the 
I joined fuur Glenmarians and about to two sites where Glenmary was instructor and the students, ranging 
35 other young men from all over the building houses fur people in need. from laughter to disbelief. This was 
United States to have a week of work· Another group went to the Health not to be an isolated event, nonethe-
ing and learning with the Appalachian Can: Center, the only health can: fa. less, as two weeks later the same pair 
people, a week I will never furget. The cility in Vanceburg. This group visited were recipients of an order of Chinese· 
Glenmary Home Missioners is a Cath· and talked with another furgotten peo, fuod. The instructor was again good 
olic society that has been ministering pie, the old fulks there. natured and did not comment moic' 
to the physical and spiritual needs of There were also different activities than to ~uggest that if these two cared 
the forgotten poor in rural America each night fur everyone together, in- to share, he would not object. The 
since its establishment in 1939. The duding music, visiting, and a prayer students, on the other hand, were less 
· people an: furgotten by main-stream service with some local Methodists. than totally receptive to this second 
America because they have no money Throughout the week, I got to know occurence. 
or power, and therefure no political the rest of this diverse group and furgot In reflecting on these recent events, 
voice, and also because they live off the diversity, for the Glenmarians I have come to consider the question, 
the beaten track - back in the "hol· urged us to get to know each other "Whose classroom is it?" Is it the 
lers" (hollows) and hills of Appala- and work as a group, not as individ- instructor's classroom to which the Stu· 
chia. - uals. I made several dose friends dur- dents an: privy? Or is it the· students' 
However, we disCovered that the . ing the week and I came away with classroom to which the instructor is 
Appalachian people an: poor only in an overwhelming feeling of fellowship invited? 
the economic, material sense; they with the guys in the group .and the I believe that the underlying issue 
have a unique richness in themselves, people of Vanceburg. Part of the rea- is not one of "whose classroom," as 
their culture, and their heritage. The son fur this feeling is the opennCSland this is .too trite and merely seeks to 
Glenmary ''peop!C farm'.' is really a· friendliness that is characteristic of the put control in die hands of one party 
kind of rustic retreat house, a home Appalachian people; they do not treat or the other. This seeks to subjugate 
base from which groups go out into strangers as stranger5, they treat them the students to the will of the instruc-
the County. durm· g the. day· to work at as friends. Some arc more well-off than 
1 
th · . th 
tor, or to p ace e instructor m e 
varioi.is manual labor sites and visit others, but no matter how little they control of the mob. The issue is not 
wtih "the people of the region. It is have, they are willing to share it. They one of possession . or ownership, it iS 
located at Vanceburg, the county seat opened their homes ·and their hearts a question of relationships. That is, 
of Lewis county, one of .the poorest to us. what is the relationship of the instruc-
counties in eastern KentuCky. The largely unspoiled beauty of the tor to the student? And, what is the 
Our first day at the farm was a day mountains and the inner beauty of relationship of the student to the in-
to slow down and learn about the . the people combined to leave me with structor? 
environment we had entered and the one of the greatest experiences I've It seems to me that the nature of 
people we were about to serve. We ever had, and the knowledge that 1 these relationships is a mutual one. 
learned about the origins of the people need to .re~m to Ap~alachia soon. If The instructor and the students owe 
and culture of Appalachia, and a little · ~yone. 15 mterested 10 Glenmary or to each other respect. The instructor 
about the social and economic· prob- 10 servmg ~ a· Glenm~ volunte~r, should respect her or his students 
!ems that they have today. The second. there are d15plays on various b~lleun enough thats/he shows up to class on 
day we split up into groups and went !>'>ards ~und campus, or wme ~r time and is adequately prepared fur 
to our different work sites. . ~rmauon to: Glenmary ~m~ .M~- the lecture or lab which s/he is to 
Each day one group of about eight sior~ers, P.O. Box 465618• Cmcmnau, present. I can find little that is more · 
stayed at the falm and did som~ of Ohio 4524~·5618 or phone 87~·8900· frustrating than an ins .. tructor who (e. 
the necessary chores, with some urne .. I ;would. highly ~ommend it. ~ou 
fur hiking, talkillg,·or reflection, then will receive much more than you give .. · 
peatedly is late to class or who re-
peatedly "lets the class go early" be-
cause s/he was not prepared to lecture:· 
fur the entire class period. This to .me 
is a breach of that respect which is 
owed to the students. 
As fur students, it is their respon-
siblity also to arrive to class on time 
and be prepared, whether that means 
having read the assigned· material or 
. having reviewed a lab procedure. This 
is a rather simple manifestation of re-
spect fur the instructor whose valuable 
time is wasted when s/he must cover 
material that the student was supposed 
to have familiarized himself. Further, 
and this briilgs me back to, the inci-
dents which I recounted earlier, the 
student owes respect to the other stu· 
dents in the classroom. This means 
that students should not be distracting 
other students from learning by their 
actions. Ii takes little imagination to 
guess mat regular lunch deliverie5 in-
terrupt the class and distracts both 
teachers and fellow students. This. is 
just an isolated set of incidents, ones 
that arc easily recognized, but what 
about talking duririg .class? Or inter· 
jecting comments? Or· regularly falling 
asleep? Most all of us have been guilty 
of one of these at least once, yet each 
is just as.distilrbing as the Domino'~ 
man. 
Truly, it seems that each of us, both 
Students and instructolS, must Stop OC· 
casionally and reflect on our own att· 
titudes about the classroom. We need 
to consider whether we arc really being 
faithful to tllat relationship of respect. 
We must ask ourselves, "Am I truly 
fulfilling my obligation to those with 
whom I share this class?" It is im· 
perative that each of us do.our personal 
best to first honestly ask this, then to 
do what . is neceswy · to· fulfill this 
relationship. If we all continue to re· 
mind ourselves of our obligation to 
this relationship. the very process of 
classroom learning would· be more 
greatly facilitated. 
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By Jene Beck Senalone 
]llne &ti Smutl!one ·is 11 g""""'1e shl-
, fkflt in etltl&lllion at Xlwier. She is "" 
&lgecliff gf'llllllllle. · 
. I was home again, this windy, 
wintry Tuesday, as I opened Max-
welton's stately doors . to attend a 
second semester class at Edgecliff 
in methods of tcachiitg music. · 
An ca.rlicr Maxwclton, then 
known as McAulcy, mesmerized 
my childish imagination each 
Christmas· season as I listened to 
the Yuletide concen ,Of the Our-· 
Lady of Cincinnati Choral Group 
of which my older sister was a 
mcmbet The residence, those hol-
iday evenings of long ago, was ra-
diant with candles, pine trees, holly 
and poinsettias. The mansion and 
Our Lady of Cincinnati personified 
t~ my childlike -mind all that was 
fine and beautiful and a world in 
which I, too, desired to live when 
my own time would come. 
As I rctumcd· this January of 
1986, I roamed, in fact almost ran, 
through the proud interiors of the 
Victorian house. -It seemed even the 
waiscoting · and .the old paintings 
were once again beckoning me with 
their chaiin and welcoming me 
through the arches and up the or-
nate and inviting stairway which I 
knew so well - and asking me to. 
remember. 
I followed my heart to the 
quaint, miniature balcony where I 
had received my blue and Vfhitc 
frcshic cap which marked my first 
_ milestone' in college lifi:; the allw-
ing sctond floor parlor compl~ 
with a homey wood-burning fuc-
p~c where ten of w fledgling 
wntcrs gathered twice weekly to try 
our wings in all the gcrues; and . 
the uniquc19th·century.kitchcn in 
. which we laughingly fumbled 
· through our first attempts at cook-
ing for guests. These were ow peers 
at the famous French Club and 
Literary Guild SUJ>pcr meetings 
during which we were suffused 
with the best challenges in the 
·intellectual and cultural world of 
the day, and __ at which we were 
sometimes. joined. by some of the 
sedate pastors of the Archdiocese 
who wished to stay current and to 
enjoy the well-known hospitality of 
the College. 
The mirrors of the. organ room 
flaunted the best of my halcyon 
. days - the debates with Xavier; · 
Thomas More, the University of 
Dayton, and a host of other col-
leges and universities; the very 
proper late aftemoon tea dances 
. with the very reticent Xavier boys; 
the graciou5 formal dances one to 
which I cam~ with a sprained ankle 
and_ an understanding datei and 
Sister Virginia presiding over it all 
· like a loving mother. 
It's Camelot, this Maxwclton and 
Edgecliff Campus, for those of us 
who knew it, lived it, lowed it and 
fashioned everything about it. I 
know I will love my Tuesdays back 
home. · 
Jane s8.,u1one, thl~ from, left In the flont row, and 'friends on the steps of 
McAllley, now known at Maxwelton. 
·~~/ 
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Should Girls Askl 
I Ilk 11111 I Ask •• I 
SHOUID GIRLS ASK GUYS OUT ON DATES? 
By Robert Fnty 
The matter of which sex is the 
first to initiate a date in today's 
society is really of small impor-
tance. A few generations ago, if a 
girl asked a young man out on a 
date it would have been considered 
bold to say the least. 
By Merle Gomez 
In theory, girls should ask guys out. 
In fact, however, a double standard 
exists, at lcasi: around Xavier and Cin-
cinnati. 
For a guy to ask a girl out has always 
been the social norm. When a girl 
asks a guy out, however, it is taken as 
a furward move. It seems as if strings 
arc attached. Usually, the guy a.Ssumes 
Today, however, things have the girl wants to be serious. It tends 
changed in respect to the sexes; to be an cgo-inflator fur the guy. 
more equality is the general trend. Not only this, the couple in this 
It's okay fur girls to ask guys out situation tends to behave much more 
and it's also okay for a guy to say,- fromally on the date. Because one con-
"No thank you" if that's the way vention of the past has been broken, 
he feels. I sec no reason why a girl, others arc relied on instead. · 
if truly interested, should not ask The girl is viewed as aggressive; she 
a guy out on a date, or vice versa. assumes a different role. ·She is often 
Why miss out on some possibly treated differently than if the guy had 
very good experiences, friendships, asked her out. Many feel uncomfun-
or even re\ationships just because able when girls take the initiative in 
of. an archaic formality that has no a situation such as this. 
basis in modem society? _ What is needed is a change in so-
ciety in which all these lousy conven-
tions of the past arc eliminated. Until 
then, girls should not ask guys out. 
If you have a question for our advice columnists, send it to the Newswire in 
c/o "Ask Him/Ask Her." Names will be kept confidential. - ' 
God: I'm An Existentialist 
By Doug Moll . 
Pel"lpectlva Editor 
I talked to God the other day, and, 
realizing the conversation might be of 
some interest to our'readcrs, I recorded 
it on my _stereo, which happened to 
be on at the time. What follows is the 
complete text of the conversation. 
GOD: Hi Doug,. I'm God .. 
ME: Who? 
GOD: God - you know, the Father 
part of that Father, Son, and H>ly 
Spirit_ thing? 
ME: Oh, that's what I thought you 
said. What do you want? I'm kind of 
bilsy, applying to graduate schools and 
all. . 
.GOD: I've heard rumors that you 
think I don't exist. 
ME: Do you? 
GOD: Well ... yes; .you created me. 
ME: N~t I; I'm. agnostic, though I 
used to be religious: befure my en-
lightenment. 
GOD: Well then', you helped to create 
me. 
·ME: Yes, but ~ow I'm trying to un-
. create you .. 
GOD: And not doing a very good job. 
ME: Unfurtunately. If you're just acre-
ation of man, how can you be talking 
to me now? 
GOD: Simple. Computers, another 
creation- of man, ,can carry on quite 
lengthy conversations with him, as do 
the creations of schizophrenics. Wh:\t's 
so unusual about me talking to you? -
ME: Well, it's kind of Odd, since I 
don't believe in you_ and all. But now 
that you're here, I might as well ask 
you a few questions that I've always 
wanted to ask God, if I got the chance. 
Why did you create. us? 
GOD: I didn't - I already said you 
created me. l thought WC got that 
straightened out. 
ME: Sorry, cVcn I get swept up by all 
this religious stuff every now and then 
:..- especially in the presence of God. 
GOD: Oh,, no big deal. I'm used to 
it. But why would you think for one · 
moment that a being of extraordinary 
intelligence such as I would create such 
idiots like. Ronald Reagan and Jerry 
Falwell? I mean, 'if I were to create 
my own species, it would ccnainly can. be, son of like a Death Wish _:_ 
possess more intelligence and maturity oh, there rgo quoting Freud. 
than homo s11piens. Take the chirn- ME: It's okay, I don't think there arc 
panzce - now there's a smart animal any females listening anyway. 
- gets along well with others of his GOD: Good. To an5wer your qucs-
kind,' doesn't mess up the environ- tion, do I think there's any· hope for 
~ent, and isn't nearly as conceited man~ uh, humankind. I often pon-
and self-centered as your kind. I mean, der that question, and I come to the 
the nerve and stupidity of you - using conclusion that hope is all you've got. 
your brains .to invent weapons that can What else is there? Take a gOOd look 
destroy the whole planet in less than at your species: it is the only one that 
30 minutes. If you're the ·result of destroys its own environment and kills 
evolution, I'd rather go back to trilob- its own kind fur no good reason, and 
ites. now it has the potential to kill a// 
ME.: Believe me, I'm no apologist for species, including itself, in minutes. 
my species. Personally, I'd say that Look at the individuals who make up 
95 % of all humans arc warped in the your species - they arc modem men 
brain. It's up to the other 5 % of us · with primitive minds, still believing 
to to try to straighten them out - in ancient ideas and silly superstitions. 
no ea5y task. By .the way, you're not The way I sec it, man must undergo 
as stupid as I thought you'd be. a personal and cultural transfurmation, 
GOD: Thanks. I scored over 200 on in which his .:hains of ignorance, prcj-
thc Wcschlcr- IQ test. Being God is udice, and absolutist thinking arc un-
quite boring; there's not much for me shackled by the liberating forces of 
to do but sit around and read books,.,. reason, critical thinking, and knowl-
that's why I'm so extremely smart. edge. 
ME:. What's your favorite book, the ME: Impressive .... maybe you should 
Bible? have been .a philosopher. You say all 
GOD: Arc you kidding? - the. we have is hope- couldn't you speed 
dictionary is more exciting, and more things along a little, I mean you arc 
useful, too. My favorite is Jllusions, by God· and all. 
Johann Sebastian Bach, he- . GOD: The fact that I still exist is just -
ME: I believe that's Richart/ Bach. one more indication of man's igno-
GOD: Oh, whatever. Anyway, I like 
the ~mphasis he places on- free will; 
I'm an existentialist and a secular hu-· 
manist, you know. 
ME: Hmmm, for some reason that 
sounds strange coming from God. We 
seem to have a lot in common, it's 
almost like the old tal~ about you 
creating us in your own im- oh, there 
I go again, getting carried away. Uh, 
back to my questions. Do you think 
there's any hope fur humankind? 
GOD: Humankind -~ is that maii-
kind with a hu added to it? 
ME: Yes, I was trying to be non-sexist; 
you know, trying to make up for past 
sins like going around quoting Freud 
and such. 
GOD: Of course. By the way, I don't 
believe in sin. It's just another cumple 
of man's habit of creating more ways 
to make himself as m~rablc as he 
rance; When is your species going to 
realize that you can't create the. truth, 
you can only diScow:r it? I have no 
power that. you don't· have, and, col-
lectively, you have a hell of a lot more 
power than I could ever hope to have. 
If you would stop putting all your 
problems in my impotent hands and 
try to solve them yourself fur a charigc, 
you would speed evolution along a few 
thousand years. When man realizes 
that he can get along by hiaiself quite 
. fine, without me, he will have reached 
a new stage of maturity. As a matter 
of fact, I've been thinking of making 
the ultimate sacrifice and committing 
suicide, so that man can be set free. 
ME: Hmmm .... that stoty sounds fa. 
miliar ... 
GOD: But I don't know if I have the 
power to annihilate myself, will you 
help me? 
ME: I'm trying, I'm ttying ... 
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STUDEnT ACTIVITIES counc11. 
2 Mini-Trip to the Natural Museum & the Planetarium 







Cl:wical Guitar Series 
Movie: .·Mask 





3 Spring Break Trip Meeting . 
(1:30 p.in. and 9 p.m. Terrace 
Room) 
10 
17 ST. PATRICK'S DAY St. Patrick's Day Bash 
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4 Spring Break Trip Meeting · (1:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Terrace 
. ~· RQom) 
. Spring Break Fashion Show -








18 Movie _Downunder: Eddie & the 19 _CP&P: Pr~fcssioniil . . Cruisers Development 
2 5. Movie Down~nder: Quadrophenia · ·26 












6 Kevin & Greg Coffeehouse 
9 p.m. Grill . . 
2 
*Basketball - W: 
Notre Dame 
PRSSA Meeting 6 p.m. Hearth 
Room . 
"Smith & Mayer" 
Coffeehouse l2 p.m. 
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Easter Vacation Begins 
Friday 
7 Buses· leave Univ.· Center fur Daytona Beach 
21 MDA Super Dance . .· ·O'Connor Sports Center 
28_ Way of the Cross . · Good Friday 
·Xavier Newswire · 
1 ''leadership Workshop" 
8 
15 
Saturday Classes Meet 
2 2 faster Egg Hunt 12 p.m. on the Beach 




Put your feet in motion and move to the music 
at the spectacular 18 hour "Superdance U.S.A." 
Dance-a-thon for the benefit of the Muscular Dys-
trophy Association (MDA). Get ready for wall-to-
wall fun featuring a "dance through the decades" 
· musical theme. There'll be loads of special surprises 
too! So, pick a partner, call X-3534 or make tracks 
to the Student Development Office for a registration 
form and details. You'll have an unforgettable ex-
perience and you 'II be helping kids and adults who 
are stricken with Muscular Dystrophy and other 
related neuromuscular diseases. If you can't dance, 
support those who can! 
Cincinnati Mini 
Trips 
Cincinnati is a city with so much to offer. You 
will have an opportunity to take advantage of the 
many cultural activities it has by participating in 
the Cincinnati Mini Trip program. The first one is 
a trip to the Natural History Museum and Pla-
netarium on Sunday, March 2. Admission is $2.00 
for the museum and an additional $1.50 for the 
Planetarium. The second one is the Art Museum 
on Saturday, April 5. The third one is a trip to 
the Cincinnati Zoo on Sunday, April 20. The last 
one will be a trip to the Krohn Conservatory and 
Eden Park on' Saturday, April 26. Buses will leave 
the University Center at 12:00. All are invited -
tell a fnend! ! 
Coming Events: 
Lil' Sibs weekend - April 18-20. Kids will get 
to enjoy a "weekend at college" with older broth-
ers/sisters. Events planned include a carnival, Red's . 
baseball game and a trip to the Cincinnati Zoo. 
Also planned for the weekend are Disney movies, 
a roller skating party and surprises from a magi-
cian! 
Registration is $35.00 for dormers and $15.00 for 







By. Ann Brian 
The Q102 Winter Games will be 
this Sunday, Man:h .2 at Nonhern Kcn-
nxky University. Awards will be gi"Yen 
to the top men's basketball team, and 
the top co-n:c and women's volleyball 
teams. All intramural panicipants and 
fans are encouraged to come. 
Ultimate Frisbee and Sand Volley-
ball sign ups_ are now open. Sign ups 
close and the captain's meetings are 
Marth 5 at 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., tt· 
'spcctively. 
Pl•ll'lr of the Week 
Bill Owen gets the award this· week 
fur enthusiasm, sportsmanship, and 
talent in intramural competition. 
RESULTS 
Men's Open Basketball 
Wednesday, Feb. 19 
America's Team 91 /Tombstones 34 
Undctdot!s 88/Throw Downs 44 
kcholes 66/No Manis 52 
Krotoniates 85/Golden SnJs 59 
Cellar Dwellers 78/Masscters 57 
The Cellar Dweller's early 11·0 lead was quickly chaJ. 
lengcd by Mark Sommerville, who was on his way IO a 
13 point. scoring cfixt in the first half, 25. ovcnll. Tim 
Frommeyc~ Tim Ahwcll, and Tom Kuhl commanded the' 
boards fi>r the Cellar Dwellers. fut thi: Masscte.,, Craij 
Jack.son and Brian DcCamp fuught fi>r the rebounds. 
INTRAMURALS· 
Thursday, Feb. 20 
Muldoons 34/Kid Lovin' Neeb 36 
l'2ny Animals 85/No .llap«t 78 
Squall•n 78/Bom '° Run 46 
The "a..l" No Morals ·57/Thc Dawp 42 
The "a..l" No Manis ,..re sluggish but &:isty in the 
fim half as they &:II behind the Dawgs and commi11ed 
"""" lt<hnical iiuls. Pat Harrington led the Dawp' 
scoring with 24. The second half spumd Jim Achrman 
inio action as he scored 16 points, i>IWd by Mie Gull 
with 14 and Sean Griffith with 12. 
Men'I 8' and Under Basketball 
Thursday, Feb. 20 
Rambling Wttdc 74/~lcss 51 
Floor Burns 87/Skl• 45 
Underdogs 82 /Team Fairfax 42 
X·TerriiinalOIS 53/Tiny Gorillas 48 
X· Tenninaiors relied on consistent· SC01ing liom C>e1J1 team 
membtt '° edge aOO.C the Tiny Gorillas. The Gorillas 
scoring poet rested in Dawo Steidel, Torn Sims. and _ 
StcWO Dorr. Mark Kunlccl led X·Ts with 12. 
Women's Basketball 
Friday, Feb. 21 
190 Proof 5811.es Euiilcs 30 
No Names 511 McDonald Soccer Barts 29 
Mary Beth O'Brien led the sroring with n points, and . 
Mary H>tan and Patty Bruns helped to SttUre the game. 
Mary Kennedy led Les Eioiles with 19. 
Co-Rec Basketball 
Monday, Feb.17 , 
Co-Jovobo 'def. Bullwinkles U·l.U·2 · 
Killer B's def. Ftuit of the Looms and the P.A. U·l1, 
15-5 
Chem def. Appclsiinit 15·11, 15·12 
Jim Cirillo. Page Kleier, and Fred Counwriaft1 combined 
spies, ddeme, and sena IO hep an edae an Apekiiail. 
In a cJme matdi, Mary Theis and Masw Jwdi wed - , 
and tpila:s ID chaJI..,,., <licm. 
Tuesday, Feb. 18 
Hudy Delight dd'. Cheen Also 15:1, 15·3 
Bomb Squad IX def.Bandits 154, 15-3 
DIRWGAP def. Fmm the Far Side 15·13, 15·9 
Power 
)ovobo dd'. H.P.s 15·1, 15.13 
H.P.s dtt. Haista Vitw 14·16, 15-12, 15·9 
After a drieat by Jayobos in the fim matdt, H.P.s rattled 
Haista Vitw, and pushed ahead. Team members Tim 
Veray, Eittl Gomez, and Rodney Riuas SIUCk tngether and 
funned a strong offi:nsiwo fi>n:e. 
FloorH~ 
Sunday, Feb. 23 
Children of the Com 3/Rawdy Roddie! 2 
E.Z. Team 5/T~ Beam 4 (O.t) 
Four Play 8/PoM:r Rules o 
Team Elks I/Cellar.Dwelle" o 
The Camp 4/ lblge Lodge 2 
Undcrdog1 12/High Sticks 1 
Dancing Bears 11 /Top Hat Trick 0 
GHA's 3/MFD's 1 
Upcoming game of the ....,k: The Obocssc.f Mu'ant:i, 
3·0, play the E.Z. Team, 3-0, liir the championship .of 
the early division. The Obsessed Mu'ants, nnlced thin! 
in the league, arc led by John Vetwcil, last wedt's league· 
leading scotcr, while the E.Z. ream, nnlced sixth last 
..... k. is led by Pat Bowe" who was last wedt's second-
1..ding scoirr. The game is scheduled fi>r 3:30 p.m: on 
Sunday but may be moved because of the conflkt with 





The goalie for Pow9r Rulet, the only Intramural women's floor hockey ... rit, 
stops 1 shot by a member of Four Play. Pow9r Rules loll, &CL · 
Are you a college student 
or just need a earl · 
We have good, serviceable 
transportation· for rent. 
Boxing Match Tentatively Set For Saturday 
Or:ily requirements: good driving 
record, references. 
No credit needed. 
The Xavier Boxing Club is tentatively 
planning to hold its next fight card 
on Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m. The 
match was originally to be held on 
Friday night, but the conflict with the 
MCC basketball tourriiment made the 
time unsuitable. The bouts will be 
against Ohio University, Miami Uni-
"Yersity, and Central State University. 
Thett will be diflCttnt matching than 
when the same tcamS fuught last, par-
tially in order to gi"Ye the fighters ex· 
perience working against different 
styles bcfure the NCBA Mid-western 
Regional Tournament, Man:h 21-22 
heiC at Xavie~ 
The club is down to five active fight- . 
ers as it gears up j(>r the tournament.· 
Pat Burhenne has been furced. to .take . 
off the rest of the year due to illness, 
and Rolando Custodio is out indefi-
nitely with a broken nose. The club's -
acitve members now include Mike 
Chase (6-3), Gino Dania (2·1), Louis 




For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals-Northeastern Uni-
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of 
Human Development Professions: 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: 
Master of Education 
• Counseling . . 
• Consulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Humar:i Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education· 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Physical Therapy 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
Audiology 
Doctoral and non-degree certification 
programs are also available. 
Fo,r more information and a free catalog, 
call (617)437-2708orwriteto Boston-
Bouve Coll~e at the address beiow. 
Graduate School, Boston·Bouve College of Human Development Professions . 
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern Uni11ersity, 360 Huntington M., Boston, MA 02115 
Non ... .ncetn Unn11n11y 15.,, equ.i opponun11 lalf1rma11~ action educatOONI 1ns111u11on and .mpl~r 
Erin McCabe (0-0). 
The winners of the · Mid-western 
tourney qualify fur the national tour-
nament, which is being held in Den-
ver, · Colorado this year, home of the 
defending.national champion U.S. Air 
Force Academy. Proceeds from die 
show will go to the tr:lnsponation of 
the winners i:o the national tourna-
ment, as well as to pay fur the visiting 
team's transportation costs fur. this 
sho.w. 
Call us: 




_FREE DIAMOND or SAVE $30.00 ON.ANY RING.· 
X.U .. BOOKSTORE lO:A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
·· ··$30.00 deposit required 
Prices good all week. Rep~ on campus 2/24through~2/26. Seniors 
- Last chance to guarantee ring· •H••FF ION•S 
delivery by graduation! ." • • • tt•d_ltlon OI HCellence 
.. ·. J' 
Basketball Wins MCC Regular Season Title: Tournament Friday 
By Mike Chase 
Xavier clinched the Midwestern Col-
legiate; Conference regular season 
crown with wins over Butler and Oral 
Roberts last week. Th~ Butler game 
was' a mismatch, with Xavier winning 
easily, 86-61, while the Oral Roberts 
Titans proved to be almost inore than 
the Musketeers could handle. 
27 points fur the losing Bulldogs. 
The Oral Roberts game was quite 
the opposite of the easy time that the 
. Muskies had in Indy. In fact, it was 
the comeback game of the year fur 
Xavier, with a little aid by a pressure 
choke on an inbounds play by ORU. 
Oral Roberts' Titans led by as many 
as 16 in the early second half bcfure 
the -Musketeers pulled it dose. But 
with only 23 seconds remaining in the 
game, Xavier found itself down by 4 
points. After a time out, Larkin missed 
a jump shot that would have cut 
ORU's lead to 2-points, but Johnson 
got the rebound and made the dutch 
basket. Leroy Greenidge immediately 
fouled, and QRU missed the free 
throw. Xavier got the rebound and got 
the ball downcourt and in, tying up 
the game with just 3 seconds left. Kip 
Brown of Oral Roberts then messed 
up on the inbounds pass fur .·Ocil :. 
Roberts, tossing the ball into the ORU 
bench. Xavier put the ball into play 
under the ORU basket, and at the .. 
buzzer Richie Harris put iri tl,Je .final 
shot to give Xavier the heart-stopping 
win. 
Much of the comeback was without 
team floor leader Ralph Lee, who 
fuuled out of the game with 8 assists 
and 8 points. Larkin had 16 points, 
Johnson had 14 points, and· McBride 
and Harris each added 13 to the cause. 
Johnson also pulled down 14 ·re-
bounds. 
. Yesterday the team played Dayton 
in the·last regular-season game of the 
year. The team next plays Friday night 
in the first game of the MCC tour-
nament. 
Wiiiiam Wnter Photo. 
Against Butler, Xavier ·dominated 
the game, which was played in Indi-
anapolis. It wasn't dose after the first 
10 minutes. Xavier shot 40 of '.>8 from 
the field to set a school record 69% 
field goal percentage: fur one game. 
Eddie Johnson racked up a career-high 
2'.) points. Balancing out Xavier's al-
ways-balanced attack were Ralph Lee 
with 19 points and 9 assists, and Richie 
Harris and Byron Larkin each with 14 
points. Johnson also pulled down 9 
rebounds in the game. Chad Tucker, 
the leading scorer in the MCC, had Conference Tournament Preview 
Baseball Has.Bright Future By Mike Chase . The Midwestern Collegiate Conrer-ence Basketball tournament starts to-
morrow, Thursday, February 27, in In-
dianapolis, Indiana. The final pairings 
were announced yesterday and were 
unavailable fur deadline. As of this 
Herc's a preview of the 1986 Xavier 
by Tom Jordan Musketeers: · 
'In slightly over two years as heacf_ Infield: Second team MCC choice 
baseball coach, Larry Rc;dwine has at first base Jim Robben (;307, '.> HR, 
been the driving fun:e behind instaf. 29 RBl's), will be hard p~d to keep 
lation of a new infield, wood homerun his job away from frequent staner Scott 
wall, complete warning track,· ·and a Lawson, who hit a healthy .364 in the 
general paint~up and . fix-up of now fall and adds another lefthanded hitter 
beautiful Hayden Field. New indoor ~ the; lineup, 
and outdoor batting tunnels make It Vi()n't be easy to replace the likes 
practices more productive. A new tarp of·Ted Shalloc at second base. In his 
. and sprinkler system arc being zeroed . senior year, Shalloc led the conkrcnce 
in on fur spring. in steals (44) and hits (81) to go with 
Add. this to the fact that the Red- his 17 doubles, 12 home runs, 63 runs, 
;·wine has !Cd the Muskies to two · 49 RBI's, and .352 average. AU of that 
. straight MCC. Nonh titles and you carried him co-conrercnce Player of the 
·.have a man that has done a remarkable Year honors. Shalloc's heir apparent 
job building a formidable-·Division I is Steve Kroger, a transfer from Ev-
baseball team at Xaviet ansville. A solid defensive perfurmer, 
With only two starters lost from last Kroger also _showed some hitting de-
year's MCC Northern Division cham- velopment with a .354 average in the 
pionship squad, the Xavier Musketeer · fall. 
baseball teamJooks for nothing short _ The· shortstop position will be 
of a third ·consecutive MCC North shared by sophomores Kip Funke and 
title. Last year the Musketccis jwt Mike Roberts. Junior Tom Milliken, 
missed grabbing a NCAA.birth in the · who anchors the defense at third base, 
Conference Championship Series. But will look to bounce back from a freak 
overall stronger . pitchjng · arms, cxpc· knee injury which lowered his batting 
rience in big games, a deeper stiu:titlg average to .237 since his freshman yeat 
furce and a vastly superior bullpen all Outfield: With a torrid fall, which 
point to ~ns fur optimism. The saw him hit .468 and average a home 
Musketeers played a ·fall schedule run cvecy eight at bats fur an incredible 
which is very mUch representative of .915 slugging percentage, senior Dan 
the schedule to be played · in the Froehle gave the indication that he has 
spring. - recovered the fonn which. saw him hit 
Spring B ... 
1,2, and 3 bedroom condos 
. available in March in Flor-
ida and Myrtle Beach 
areas. 
Availability limited. 
Call Greg . at 
561-1724 
4'.>7 in his sophomore yeai: Since then 
SPEND THE SUMMER AND/ 
OR 198&87 SCHOOL VEAR 
IN SUNNY SPAIN. Quality In-
struction at Economy Prices: 
Business Administration, His-
panic Studies, Arts and Sci-
ences .. GRADUATE COURSES 
IN HISPANIC· STUDIES offered 
in July. Contact: ·Admissions, 
St. Louis University, 221 N. 
Grand Blvd. St. Louis, MO 
63103.· Toll-free tel.: (800) 
325-6666. 
THE FLU BUG 
IS BITl.NG AGAIN 
We a.:. paying. SSS for. treating your flu. Must be 
seen at th~·Health and Counseling Center (Kuhlman 
Hall) . within·· 30 · hours . of. onset of symptoms -
temperature 101° or hlgher,.headache, and/or mus-
cle. aches~'. Wiit require 3 days treatment at the 
Gamble'. Research Institute Faclllty (next· to·. Christ 
Hosplt&lf plus 2 fOllow-up visits. Transportation wlll 
be pre>Vldecl •. we wlll help you teel better by provld·. · 
Ing TLC, free medical care, good food, companion-
ship~ •".'ct -~·-·opportunity to earn $275. Don't suffer 
without fl.rat ~pplng to see Mrs~ Ann B~n (Health 
& CoLinselln9'-'Center, M·F 8:30am-5pm) for more 
details. · . .. . 
«.:\; : 4··~-··· ..... ,.,.,.,,, ... "".'''"'''"'··---·· ··. , .. ,. , 
Froehle has been plagued by injuries, 
but still managed to hit .333 last year 
earning him sec~nd-teain MCC hon-
ors. He is a flXtllrc in left field, playing 
solid defensive ball as well as hit· 
i:ing. Ed Vargo, a second-team MCC 
and all-tournament selection as a last 
season, will take OYCr the leadoff spot 
in order to give more opportunities to 
up his stolen base totals (30 of 3'.> in 
'8'.> fur second in-the conference). He 
has committed only one error in the 
past two years while patrolling the 
centerfield position. 
. writing, there is a. three-way tie fur 
second place in the conrercnce between 
Saint Louis (7-4, l'.>-11), Detroit (7-4, 
13-13 ), and Loyola of Chicago (7-4, 
12-14). Monday night, Saint Louis 
·played Loyola in Saint Louis, Detroit 
played at Evansville, and Butler played 
at Oral Roberts. 
Xavier won the conrercnce regular-
season crown and is guaranteed a bye 
into the . second round, which begins 
••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • 
You've thought about it. 
You've biecl to imagine 
what it would be like. 
You know it would be 
· · exdthtg. And a 
challenge. And quite 
posSibly the most 
rewarding experience of 
your Ufe ••• 
Three Americans· over:seas in Asia, Africa 
and South America speak frankly on what 
Peaee Corps life is like for them. 
It Isn't easy and it isn't for 
everyone-they'll tell you that up front. 
But if you've ever considered going 
overseas in the Peace Corps, then now is 
your chance to see and hear for yourself 
what could be "the toughest job you'll 
ever love.'' 
l"k>te: former Peace Corps volunteers will 
be on hand to answer questions following 
the 25 minute film. And it's freel 
New Movie! First time showing at xavierl · 
Wednesday, February 26 
1:.30 pm 
Indiana Room, University Center 
(Interviews March .3) 
1-800-521-8686, ext. 118 
. u.s.reace Co~ 
·Tile Plovi~ · · 
. . 
"1be Tougbest .. Job You11 Ever Love"· 
Friday. Only first-place Xavier and 
fifth-place Oral Roberts have positions 
secured going into the last , night ·of 
the regular season. The winner of the 
MCC conrerence tournament gets an 
· automatic bid into the NCAA post-
season tournament. All of the other 
teams in the conrerence play their first 
game in the tournament on Thursday. 
Xavier will face the winner of the game 
between the fuurth-place and f.tfth 
place (ORU) teams in the ccinference 
regular-season. 
The •championship game will be 
played at 2 p.m. Ea.stem time. It is. 
being televised live on ESPN, and .of 
course will be carried live on the radio 
on 700 WLW if Xavier makes it to 
the finals. · ' 
•• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • .• ' 
• • • , .
• • • • • • • ·• •• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • DtTm .. • "•· .... -·-···--- .?: 
,,_ · .. 
Jazz In FuD Swing At tOf)''S 
_By_M_a_rk_H_a_nlt_· ---....,....-- cbmic. A sax player since the fifth , ic~ DisaM> took a trip into the Un·' 
grade, Cirillo was classically trained known every time his fingers. toUChcd 
Full Swing, formerly Sturly BreiM through the 9th grade. His own words the keyboards. His fonn and style were 
under a somewhat different line-up, describe his sryle best: "to play jaiz · impeccable, clueing us into his early 
has begun lo "p/qy out" in Cincin- -you have to sound clean and polished, . years of classical piano. But it y.oas all 
flllli. The band has recently lantled a but sometimes you just have to cut "cut ·~m up jazz" at both perform. 
weekly gig al CoryI in Clifton anti loose." . ances. According to his bancfinates, 
lllso performer/ in XtwierI Down Un- The drums throughout the evening Disaho is the guiding light when ·it 
tier. Xavier Newswire Music Critic were handled by Pat Mathews, a soph- · comes to jazz influences. It is no sur-
MllrR Hardt went lo see a Suntky omore at Xavier studying accounting. · prisC that he is responsible for inuch 
performance, and now shares his opin- Mathews had prc:Viously sfudied drum- of the band's original material. 
ions. _ ming for thrcc years at the Music In- The binding. glue to the· musical 
I arrived at Cory's 5ome time after stitute of Technology in Los Angeles, mix was provided by bass player Todd 
the first set. The place was packed and Califomia. There he picked up· much Walkct A native of Yellow Springs, 
very cozy. It is an ideal place tO witness of his jazz technique. His pn:vious Ohio, he was ttcruited into the band 
some hot jazz. The second set began drumming experience had been a slew by hometown friend Dan Rau. The 
with a guitar solo of "Georgia" by ~of high school rock bands. Mathews Wright· State swdcnt solidly badcCd 
Xavier Junior Dan Ros,,. The Yellow took up jazz in a quest to master a up his mates on their frequent solos. 
Springs, Ohio native played with con- more diff1eult musical fonn. His per- He is still learning jazz, and hopefully 
siderable skill .peppering the jazz fonnance was solid and playful at times a few solos will be in store for him. 
tempo with rock and bluegrass influ- particularly during an extended drum The final clement in any musical· 
encc5 of his early training. solo midway through the third set experience is the audience. The crowd 
Dan Ross was joined by Xavier soph- when he did his best heavy metal at Cory's was buzzing and ttceptive. 
more Jim Cirillo on the ,saxophone fur imitation. The largeness of Down Under seemed 
a duct cover of James Taylor's "You've If improvisation is the trademark of to detatch the music makers from the 
Got A Friend." Cirillo, a Cleveland jazz then Ray Disalvo must have the music listeners. Ovctall, Full Swing 
native, managed to play a pretty most extensive Herbie Hancock album promises more hot jazz in the future. 
straight interpretation of the fulk-rock collection in town. A graduate of Xav- · 
TRIPWIBES 
NOTICES 
AUDITIONS!! .All xU smdenis amo IO ~.and Don lioni lhc Clilf: Thirui b flilby ~;ii - pat 
audition b "Thealn: 'Qllidishop '86" dWi Monday and , , fun! li " , , .,., 
1bc:iclay, Maldi 3,4, 11 7· PM. Shuttle .u 6:,!0'c1r 7 PM. · SlwmOn - You loOk pat in -blur!. . '. · · 
No pttpoiarions .--Y· . , . , M.,Y Lynn -·are )'llU 6tt b Jt l'lllml .'iM: an.·m 
Cheap. ieliable.w wanced! U,.ent. c..JI 631·8282. Alli: rarlp! You did 1 pat job on Raum's chm.,;.. LV. •·: 
"'Amp. · .. _Pini_·_-_. _Sell__..)'11Uf_._car_m_1 -------
PERSONALS 
"Clcp1DS" hit Xavier. , .• fioli evetydling JlllU aim! fini I 
nlpkin,·lhcn'somc flowen and pm•-!"· · · 
, Elyse & Mar, Lees ._ thooe pmbs tPn bebJ! . ·' 
Sissin, altbiugh I w&iii't ""'°"5ible ill' ba ,week's mes- . Ladp '[ This is m )'llU hm me! Good wdt dWi Thuildayl 
sqr, hm's • 'lnpwiie ill'',.,...: ru mm )'llU Roomie · · · · ' · · 
Jen H .. """'• tlw lllir a-ing?, Michelk, Don't -.,1 Someday. )'lilt Prince wiU :am. 
Lisa · s.. r... ahnps tMiaht · )'llU led liuhlonoble in and ,... Will piu!Mhlp tie in aulenr · · · 
flouiacait shorts. MM, · , - -. . . Ladp MuMtcn, Good ~I This 'llwnday! 
Bops al Swnincr: I FEEL A ROAD TRIP. COMING Ql\lf . Bill, 1baitb 0 1 pat weelrmcl. You'ie 1 bUdd, 1J1!f 1 
-milienaince . pal. l:fett's m futuie aOOd ·times. Me! 
julic M -Bbbbl ... ! Jay, lawa, Karen Ed: Ale ,..U hapPf acainl 
J&W&C Thtre's mmtal, einotioiW, spirilu/ anguilh. · · -.......,--......... , -uth""-",....._;....::.-• . --~---.aAA-._ -,---
. bilt l'HYSICALI .' . . . . ·., , ~,: .... m YK•1? ....... p wu·•-• ...... 
· Be care£uJ cmosing die -· Eileen; (You'ie mo <DOI m Pappy:' We'.,. &Or visual .. ; llDI · physicat ynf ... 
elk) Kaien • 
In· another -id she wis a printess, with golden lllir 
and~ alWdom .. , 
Cathy and Din - C'.ongrandations and best wishes, l.ovt, 
fun, liz and Mii)' . 
}on&Dm¥: niie choice al llestauran~ good , runniri11 
into iw! Your'dares looRd grnt - L.V. C.R; . 
Cara: My ~ "" cpcn! · 
Pappy is ....,, ...., hapl'f 
Rick: do )OU mnembtt lhc trip honiel 
Chris: We thouaht )'OU had fun 
Mike B.: have )'OU 9ttll Dt Ruth· in Ann Arbor? 
Cara don't drop that 
. Ki:rlin: llilPP:I Nnvsl Your C.0.Ediror! Tham lDr all )'lilt _ Ed: Whcie did )'OU 'get that cold?. 
help.> .- Pappy wanna donut? 
Hal - When are.., goina to Luigi's i>r dinner? li .. -e1"'"inc1'"".-Pi-a:-.what~' s_hap_pr_ru-.n-'1-Do-'-)'llll-ha-... -ph-ysical-. yet-I 
Addams Family: Hollo! Jbr are )'OU scal)I people? Gomn: I hope so! · · 
Monicia : . ' · Diane - still &.lina those iaidual ~ts ',, 
An did )'OU ulcc thOse sun11IU.... off yei?. 
Nor.en: wheie did )<>U get thar bruise 
Bergenneistc:r - is it walfle·waffle or Awful awful? 
Stacy: you conquet«I the wall!! 
Mike O'M: get much skiing· inHiaw's the hospital 
Carol Maro! a<t c"2!Ded lately?. 
Vinnie: Do you copy whireboy? How m those' chocolate 
donurs? · · 
·Kathy B: Snore inuch?' Go to bc:d' 
Bill Ed: Next time skip the chCese on your quarter 
pounder · 
Rob: next lime we'll get you Uessons fur the back scratch-
ing 
White: Boy: '- was Wendy's for ~·salad? 
Lee: Stieer's didn'~ mean to pwh you! 
Holly: The: Jeannie· madiin• cancelled your account · 
Rob: Don't-Spin! 
·Chris: How much did you get for those ·empty cans?.· 
Excuse me, but I heaid 'that P. Sweeney is 'ik moll 
'GORGEOUS guy around 11 LOVE YA!! 
Hey Bambi, Why haven't you come looking fur .nie·a11· 
sem.,tc:r Snowy · · · 
TB· l - ls this going to be a new de1rctiYr series, Nancy 
· Drew the.Hardy·Boys??? KH-2 
Congratulations Swimmers & Divers! -PSYCHO. 
Paula, Julie, 8"m: How much 8"ers was yours?· 
Rape, Pillage and Plunder the FRAT! 
Immolate the FRAT! 
Roses aie Pink , 
Violets aie Red 
If you bc:lieve this 
you milu bc: in the FRAT! 
SAGA: Beware of boycolt due to outrageous prices!. -
. Fc:d-up srudents 
LEADER, Don't furget about m• fureverl Swimming -
K .. p up that Spring Bieak Mood! -l'Sycho 
"The Paranoid Peoonality is chasacrerized by hyprrsen· 
Sitivity, rigidity, unwarranted swpicion, jealousy, enVy 
- excessive feelings of self-imponanc•, and a tendency ro 
blame pthers or ascribe evil moriw:S to rhc:m. Pc:rsonnel 
Dept. 
"I wouldn'! bc: paranoid, if everyone wasn't again.it me!" 
EX-KAMTECH EMPLOYEE 
Was aqyone's dar• at the dance rigid? They may haw: 
hcen paranoid · · 
DON'T LISTEN TO HIM· MARY CLARE, l'M IBE 
ONLY ONE WHo EVER REALLY CARED ABOUT 
YOU! -YOUR REAL SECRET ADMIRER 
Noid,· "He was a oilc man show!" Scarface 
HELP· WANTED . 
Part-time .. 
Evening and weekend . hours. Per· 
manent positions in marketing and 
advertising. Some flexibility in 
scheduling .. $6.60 fixed pay rate to 
start. Call 671-7069, 3-7- p.m. only. · 
Round trip.Anywhere we go. .. CAMPUS. ADVERl1SING.REP 
. ··This Spring Break~ if you and your friends· 
are thinking about headin~ to the slopes, the . 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhoundg can· 
take you there. For only $99 or less, round trip. 
. - From February 15 through April 27, all you 
do is show us your college student I.D. card · 
when you purch~se your ticket.Your ticket will 
then be good for.travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase. . 
So this Si:>ring Break, get a real break. · 
Go anywhere ~reyhoun~ goes for $99 or less. 
For more informanon, call Greyhound .. 
.I.GO GREYHOUND 
~ Alicfoleave the driving to us~ 
<: ICJll6 Cin:yhound l.lnes, Inc. · 1005 Gilbert St., 352'.'6000 
" 
Be iaPomible for placina ldvettising · 
materilfl onyaur~ buletin lions. 
. Wort on excilina mublina ~for · 
dienls auch u AmeriCan Elqriu. A'f l T, 
Sony llld Siemi Cub. Choole )'11111' oWn . 
houra. Good uperience aild peal money! 
For more lnilnllltion call, 
1·800-426-W7 9·5 p1i1. 
(WeslCouttinie) , , y 
Re , , , 
, praentalive, l'IOlram , 
· Amerim Pauqe · · · 
SOO'lbUdAve War: 
SealtJe, WA 98119 .. _ 
Expanding Consciousness On. Drugs 
By Tipper Bont 
The Community Coordinating Coun-
cil fur Youth is dedicated to increasing 
the quality of life fur the youth of 
Cincinnati.. Toward, this end, the 
Council is sponsoring programs to ed-
ucate the community on drug-free liv-
ing. · · 
On Marth 4, furmer New Jersey de-. 
tcctive David Toma will visit Anderson 
High School in the Forest Hills. School 
District to. present his nationally-
known program on drug and alcohol 
abuse to students. 
. . Toma will ·speak to students from 
McNicholas, Anders~n. and Tuipin 
high schools. Toma will also s~ to 
members of the community . at An-
derson High School at 7:30 p.m. 
David Toma is a fumier vice squad 
detective who had a 93% conviction 
rate, a furmer tranquilizer addict, a 
.. father who lost a son in a freak acci-
· dent, and an uncle who watched drug 
and alcohol abuse destroy five neph-
ews. His police· exploits have inspiled 
.the Toma and &retta television pro-
grams. 
David Toma saved the life of a chok-
ing three-year-old child one. Sunday 
· afternoon. Later that day, his own fivc-
year-old son choked to death in his 
arms; the rather panicked and was 
unable to do· fur his son what he had 
done scant hours earlier fur a stranget 
In an attempt to cope with his guilt 
· and pain, Toma began taking pre-
scribed tranquilizers, and became an 
addict. 
For further infurmation on the lec-
tures, call Norma Woolf at 474-3378 
befure Marth 3. 
The Xavier Newswire, in an effort 
to expand conciousness on drugs, pre-
sents the first in -a series of drug 
quizzes. Choose the best answer fur 
each of the fullowing questions. The 
correct answers are provided at the 
end. · . 
Llfeparcl \'luted 
Red Cross certified, for the 
Glendale Lyceum . - a 
small private club situated 
close to the Tri-County 
shopping· mall. Memorial 
Day through Labor Day. . · 
Call 771-8383 





Attorney at· law · 
914 l\fain·Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
621-1181' 
DRUG QUIZ 
by Curt Scarborough. Ph.D. 
Used by permission; ell rights re-
served by DATE. St. Louis. Mo. 
QUESTION • Is there a con· 
nection between drug abuse 
and AIDS (Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome)? 
ANSWER · A research study 
has found a link between 
drug abuse and the deadly 
AIDS. The findings were pre· 
sented by Dr. Cesar A. Caceres 
and Terry Krieger and report· 
ed in The Wall Street Journal. 
The research showed 79% of 
the 13,834 persons who had 
contracted AIDS at the. time 
of the study were also drug 
abusers.· 
The findings seem to indicate, 
according to the research 
team, that heavy drug abuse 
seriously damages an abuser's 
immune system •.. apparent· 
ly paving the way for a de· 
structive viral infection to 
produce AIDS. This was 
found to be true with bisexual 
AIDS victims as well as homo· 
sexuals who had the disease. 
This deadly connection be· 
tween AIDS and drug abuse 
may 'be the greatest incentive· 
yet to live a drug-free life. 
QUESTION · Is there any re-
lationship between cigarette 
smoking· by youth and the 
starting of use of marijuana 
and other drugs? 
a) No relationship 
b) Slight ~elationship 
c) Strorig relationship 
d) Not enough data 
ANSWER · Converging lines 
ol research indicate that 
cigarette smoking is strongly 
related to the onset of 
marijuana smoking and the 
subsequent use of other drugs. 
In a representative sample_ -
drawn in 1982 of all teen- · 
agers, current cigarette smok-
ers were 11 times mor~ likely 
to be current users of ~heroin, 
cocaine, and/or halluciogens 
than nonsmokers. . 
, QUEST ION ·.Which of .these 






ANSWER· Caffeine is a mild 
stimulant. Amphetamines 
(Benzedrine, Methedrine, 
Dexedrine, and Methamphet· 
amine or "Speed") are "up-
pers." Cocaine also is a·stimu· 
lant, but Barbiturates act as 
depressants on the central · 
nervous system. 
V ':> '~A. -SJ:wsuy uauo:;> 
If.you have a National Direct Student 
Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan made after 
October 1, 1975; and it'-s not in default, you 
can get it paid off at the rate of 15% per year or 
$500, whichever is greater, if yo~ qualify. 
How? Where? 
In the Army Reserve. Serving one week-
end a month (usually) plus two weeks an~ual 
training and earning over $1,225 a year to start. 
Good part-time training plus getting that 























Newswire Editors Sought 
Applications are now being accepted 
fur. editor-in-chief, news editor, sports 
editor, entertainment editor, commen-
tary editor and also business-advenis-
ing manager of the 1986-87 Xavier 
Newswire. All are paid positions. · 
Deadline fur applications is no later· 
than Friday, March 7, to Vickie Jones, . 
chairwoman, Programs and Publica-
tions Committee, 107 Schott. 
· Guidelines fur writing an applica- · 
tion are available at the infurmation 
desk in the University Center, . or at. 
the Public Relations Office, 104 
Schott. 
. Interviews fur the positions of edi-
tor-in-chief and ·business-advertising 
manager will be held on Wednesday, 
March 19. Candidates will be notified 
of the time and location of the inter-
views. 
Candidates fur the remaining edi-
torial positions will be contacted re-
garding the date, time and location of 
their interviews. 
Accountants Recelvible 
The Accounting Society will be 
holding a reception fur local firms on 
Wednesday, Feb. 26 at-7 p.m. in the 
Nyce Room of the CBA Building. All 
accounting srudcnts are invited; busi-
ness attire is recommended. 
Firms which have been invited to 
attend include: Andrew,. Littner, Man-
cini and Vogclc, Inc.; Aronowitz, 
Ch~en and Hardesty; Barnes, Den-
nig and eo.; Clark, Schacfi:r, Hackett 
and Co.;J.D. Cloud and Co.; D.L. 
Donohoo and Co.; Mclcst aQd Mclcst; 
John E. Shrive.rand 'Co.; P.S.C.; Roh-
en E Uhrig Co.; Charles L. Wintcr-




The admissions office 1s seeking stu-
dents who plan to spend spring break 
in their home town. Studies have 
shown that enrolled students are the 
best recruiters fur their respective in-
stitutions; the admissions office wants 
to test this claim. 
All those interested in visiting their 
high schools to speak with guidance 
counselors, teachers or students should 
contact Celestine Goodloe or Liz ·In-
gram in the admissions office at 745~ 
3301. The office will prepare literature 
packets and will furward fullow-up in-
furmation to those who request it. 
Feedback is also imponant; the' ad-
missions office :wishes to know how 
Xavier students are perceived in high 
schools. In the near future an Admis-
. sions Newsletter will be circulated on 
campus, to be fullowcd by ail extended 
newsletter to applicants and deposited 
students .. The newsletters may contain 
reactions from high school visits. 
Tea or Na'f'I 
Senate Votes, February 23, 1986 





































































I: Ratification of the Women's Softball Team C.OOStitution (O'Brien, Delsanter) 
II: Allocation of 1150 fur an SGA advenisement in the yearbook (Darwish, Courtright) 
Ill: Allocation of 1450 to SAC fur busscs fur the Cinti Mini-:rrips (Delsanter, Fix) . 
IV: Allocation of 1200 to SAC.fur the 3rd floor Sullivan Best Legs Contest/Party (Counright, Baines) 
.· 
Next me_e,ting: Feb. 27, 3:30 p.m., CBA.2 
SMAX Selects Officers 
Student Ministries at Xavier 
(SMAX) is electing officers fur 198~-
. 87 on Sunday,i March 2 at 7 p.m. in 
the Hearth Room. The organization is 
dedicated to filling the social and spir-
itual needs of Xavier students. Posi-
tions are open fur. coordinator, who 
chairs business meetings and coordi-
nates events, assistant coordinator, 
treasurer ·and secretary. Anyone inter-
ested in filling these positions should 
attend the meeting'. 
· USSR: Human Rights? 
· · Dr. Vytautas Bieliauskas of Xavier's 
psychology department and member 
· of ~nesty International will speak 
on Monday, March 3 at 11:30 a.m. 
and 12:30,p.m. on Human Rights in 
· the Soviet Union. The presentation 
will be given in the Terrace Room of 
the University Center. . 
Dr. Bieliauskas has twice returned 
to . Lithuania in reeent years to do 
psychological studies of the mental 
health of Lithuanian people. He has· 
been a long time observer of human 
rights violations iii his native countty. 
His talks are being sponsored by Xav-
ier's Amnesty International. 
Teachers ··Need8d 
At Home And Abroad 
The Foreign and Domesµc 'Teachers 
Organization still needs be~cn .200 
and 250 teachers to fill positions in 
the midwestern and western U.S. and 
overseas. Applicants are s0ug~i: in all 
fields from kini:lerganen tfil.ough col-
lege. . _ .. · . . .. 
The organization providc5 fu:e in-
furmation concerning openings'. For 
further infurmation, write to .the Na-
tional Teacl_ier's Placement ·Agency, 
Universal Teachers, Box 5321, Pon-. 
l:i1td, Oregon, 97208. 
3,000 Jobs To Open 
· In Northerri Ohio 
Representatives 'from Cedar Point, 
the Sandusky, Ohio amusement/ 
theme . park,. will be on the campus 
of M.iami University on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, March 4 and 5, to inter-. 
view applicants fur 3,000 summer jobs: 
Interviews will .be · held by appoint-' 
ment only. Fo.r more infunnation or. to 
schedule an appointment, call the 
. Miami University Career Planning and 
Placement Office ·at 529-3831; 
Positions are. open in more than 100 
job classifications, including ride. op-
Hewswlra Reporters Meet erations, fuod, merchandise, accomo-
Thc .staff of the Xavier Newswire is dations and.grounds maintenance. The 
reminded that meetings fur this Sc:- base wage is $3.40. per hour; lovi-cost 
mester take place. on Wednesday. at 6 dormitory and apartment-style . hcius-
p.m. and Friday at 1:30 p.m. Anyone ·· ing is available fur those .at l~t 18 
interested in layout should drop by the .' years of age who live outside a. 25-
office · olf Monday afternoons .. Theed- mile .radius of the park. Cedar .. Point 
itors also. welcome calls from anyone hires its staff from·. an. aver· the Mid-
with questions or problems during the west. The park will opell on Sanllday,'· 
week.. May 10, with d:µIy operation through· 
Food. Committee 
Invites Comments 
The student government fuod com-
mittee· will· meet on Wednesday, Feb. 
26 at 3 p.m. in CBA 2. The meeting 
is open to students, who are urged to 
attend to· discuss . the future of their 
fuod. 
Xavier Offers Juniors Money 
Members of. the junior class ·are el-
igible to apply fur the Paul O'Connor, 
SJ. schplarship, awarded by the Xavier 
University scholarship committee in 
recognition of outstanding 'academic 
achievement and . contributions, both 
academic ·and extracurricular, to :xiiviet 
The scholarslfip is awarded annually 
to a full-time student in the junior 
year to cover the cost of tuition fur 
the senior year. Students. enroll~d in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, the 
College of Business Adm~nistration 
and the College of Professional Studies 
are eligible if .they plan to be full-
time snidents fur both semesters in 
1986-87 .. 
Applications fur the; scholarship are 
Labor Day, Sep~. 1. 
Mental. Health Volunteers· · 
Training Program Starts .. 
The Mental· Health Association of 
Cincinnati is offering a fo:e . ten-week 
volunteer · training course. The pro~. 
gram acquaints panicipants with the 
role of the volunteer, the extent · of 
community ,resoukes and ·a '·greater 
1lwareness of mental health. 
Classes are scheduled fur Tuesdays 
and ·Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
beginning Mirch 4 at the Conimunity 
'Chest Building, 2400 Reading Road. 
The course features lectures . and·. dis-
cussions by professionals in psychiatty, 
soci~ work, medicine, education and 
human relations. There are also work-
shops aimed at I>ersonal growth and 
self-confidence, agency. presentations 
and tours of local mental health· fa-
cilities. C.E. U. credit is available. 
Panicipant5 in the course can choose 
a one-year placement ih over 20 agen-
cies. Panicipants ai'e obligated to. vol-
unteer a minimum of 40 hours a week 
fur a one year period upon completing 
the course .. For an applic;ation or more 
infurmation, call 721-2910. · made only through the acaClemic de- · 
partments. Departments wishing to 
panicipate nominate · a candidate to 
. the scholarship committee fur consid- Nominate A Volunteer . 
eration. ~y Friday, March 7.. Students Nominations fur Volunteer of the 
may obi:ain applicatiof! furms from the . Year and fur Volunteer Agency of the 
dep'aitment chairman or in Alter 124. Year are being accepted until Friday, 
Two letters of recommendation are also Feb. 28 by the Voluntary Action Cen-. 
required. · . tee of.the United Appeal and c:Om-
Nicaragua: What Is 
Going On?· 
The St. Vincent Ferrer· Peace and 
Justice Ministty is presenting a pro-
gram on the Church/State relationship 
in Nicaragua on Friday, Feb. 28 at 8 
. munity Chest. Awards will be given 
in conjunction ·with National Volun-
teer Weck,· April 21-27. Nonlination 
furms are . available _from Lucy Crane 
at the Voluntary Action Center, 762-
7171. . : . . . 
p.m. in the Community Center of St.· Rape Crisis Center 
Vincent Ferrer, 7754 Montgomery Rd., Needs Help . . .. . . 
near Kenwood· Mall. · Women Helping Women; the J:iam-
The featured speaker will be Hum- · ilton County rape crisis center, .is seek~ 
beno Belli, a funner Sandinista and ing men and women to volUnteer to 
editorial page . editor of La Prensa. · help with regular fiindraising activity! 
Belli, . now a Christian and· fuunder of as . well as to train: t0 · be . wluntCc::r 
the Pueblo Institute, has published . counselors fur the victimS.of rape, in-
two books on· the repression of religion cest, child sexual ·abuSe. and "domestic 
in Nkaragua: :The respondent will be violence. • Fuqdfa~~ing · volurite~rs 
the ·Rev: James ,B~; · a f~qucnt should. have free one '1111,1rsday C\'Crung 
visitor· to Nkaragua and re5ident fur per month; counselois arc needed fur 
seVen months. Fr. Brockffian is furmcr 10-i5 hour5 per month. FOr infurma~;. 
~ia~e .editor o(America:.. .. . tion,. call 381-5610,.: .. . .: · · : · 
